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 “It is well documented that conscious and unconscious race bias, even rank discrimination 

based on race, remain alive in our land, impeding realization of our highest values and ideals.”1  

The words of Justice Ginsburg from Grutter v. Bollinger ring equally true when thinking about 

gender, sexual orientation, disability, and other significant identity categories.2  Strides towards 

equality erode when advocates equate the “elimination of bias” with ignoring these identity 

categories.  Equality cannot be achieved by putting on a blindfold and proclaiming “all is fair”; we 

need to remove the blindfold and see the privilege and discrimination around us.  Eliminating bias 

requires making visible those categories that “polite” company does not want to talk about.  The 

creation of Centers for Social Justice in law schools sheds light on biases and trains students to 

confront and eliminate those biases. 

Lawyers are uniquely situated to help society realize the ideal of eliminating bias, a 

necessary prerequisite for a democratic society.  By taking an oath to support and defend the 

Constitution, attorneys have the power to give voice to the “marginalized, subordinated, and 

underrepresented”3 people.  Professor Stephanie M. Wildman notes, “As gatekeepers for the 

profession, law schools play a critical role in educating students for social justice.”4  Like the first 

years of a child’s life, the law school years are the formative years in a young lawyer’s professional 
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development when they must be made aware of social justice, whether or not they decide to become 

social justice lawyers.  It is in these crucial years that young professionals learn their role in society 

as lawyers.  Law schools, such as Santa Clara University and Boalt Hall,5 have answered this call 

for social justice education by creating Centers for Social Justice.  These centers make social justice 

legal representation visible and accessible to students interested in this work. 

Many lawyers lament that in their law school years, they are trained to “think like lawyers” 

and to reason without emotion.  This professional socialization—more aptly, professional 

alienation—creates a disconnect with the outside world.  Students brief cases, attend classes, take 

final exams, repeat steps 1–3 for three years, graduate, take a multi-day exam, then after passing the 

exam and taking an oath, go off to practice law.   This indoctrination suggests to students that a 

monolithic, ideal actor exists who encompasses all sexes, races, and identity categories, and that the 

law acts through a single, objective lens.  Students feel stuck in a quagmire of technical knowledge.  

Those students coming to law school wanting to pursue justice are left asking: “Where are the 

courses about justice?”  They feel disconnected from the reasons why they came to law school and 

from their education.   

The creation of Centers for Social Justice attempts to combat this alienation by creating a 

community where students feel included, where they find people who share their commitment to 

justice, where they find a connection between their legal studies and the real world.  At Santa Clara 

University School of Law, the Center for Social Justice and Public Service builds this community 

by serving as a “locus for public interest and social justice study and service.”6  These students have 

a wide variety of resources available to them.  Examples include a curriculum that incorporates 
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theory with the real world practice of law (e.g., clinical education), summer grants to support social 

justice work, and programs and speaker series that connect students to practitioners and faculty 

interested in work for marginalized communities and causes.   

By participating in clinical programs, externships, and summer placements, students serve 

those who cannot afford to hire a lawyer.  Clinical students learn how the law affects the 

marginalized, subordinated, and underrepresented people and how the concepts learned in the 

classroom apply in law practice.  These students encounter first hand the biases experienced by their 

clients and seek to combat these biases.   

Also, a social justice curriculum offers students the opportunity to make critical inquiry into 

unspoken assumptions regarding race, gender, and other identity categories.  In the “relatively safe” 

environment of the law school, students can openly discuss race, gender, and other identity 

categories, and how the law may or may not reflect those identities.  In addition to the classroom 

component, extracurricular events enrich class offerings.  For example, at Santa Clara, Social 

Justice Thursdays, a reading group for first-year students, “provides a place for like-minded 

students to meet and to discuss [social justice] issues.”7  Students meet during a lunch hour to 

discuss an assigned reading while a faculty member leads the discussion.   

Centers for Social Justice provide an opportunity where students can learn about social 

justice and engage the Bar’s goal of eliminating bias.  Furthermore, Centers for Social Justice 

demonstrate legal education’s commitment to joining the Bar in the quest to eliminate bias. 
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